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All the news that's fit to print
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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
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LOVE'S DREAM ONE CUTTING ARRAY
MORE THAN 25,000 VOTES HAVE
BEEN CAST IN THE PONY CONTEST.
REALIZED

AFTER A CDURTSHIP WAS

UF TWEN FY YEARS.

MOST SERICUS

HAPPEN-

ING IN PCLICE CIRCLES

The Second Count Shows tne Enormcus Total of 15,109 Votes, These Having
Mr. Rogers and Miss Coodwin Were Lucien Lacy Stabbed In the Back and
Been Cast Since Last Friday Night.
Married Last Night.—Other
Addie L ayne Is in Jail ChargWeddings.
Many New Candidates Have Been Entered in Nearly Every District, While Those
Entered at First Show a Big Increase ail Down the .Line.—
Close Race Already On for the Leadership.

4

(From Thursday's Daily.)
Miss Mabel Goodwin„of this city,
and Mr. John H. Rogers, of Salt
Williamson
154
Adelia
Lake City, Utah. were married last
The second count of the vote of the Miss
98
Skerritt
Oscar
night at 8i30 o'clock at the residence
Popularity
Children's
New Era's
Boyd
Ray
of
82
of
A. S. White, on North Main
vote
enormous
contest shows the
Sacks
116
Sam
litftv. Millard A. Jenkens, of
is
street.
it
when
1,5,109. , This is amazing,
10
Allen
Cecil
the
church officiated. .rhe
the
Baptise
that
taken into consideration
Mulmenskad
Myrtle
marriage
is
the
culmination of a love
cotitest has now been ranning for
affair of more thari twenty years'
District No. 3
only a little over a week. The first
Roth the bride and groom
1standir.g.
1066
last
of
night
Friday
made
count was
Lo.we Johnson
to457
'were
reared
near cerulean Springs
counts
two
week. Taking the
Miss Virginia Schmitt
early
in
life
and
a deep ,attachmeatt
tfwesits-five
of
gether, upwards
660
Thelma Morris
spt
au
g
up
between
them. Later on
thousand votes have beiten cast.
315
Miss Vera Guthrie....
Tappan
Stanley
As we predicted, several new can69 Mr. Rogers moved to Salt Lake City
63
where he engaged in business. Miss
Some
and
entered,
been
have
didates
Melvin Booker
Goodwin
also left her old home a'id
61
Yesvote.
big
with
a
of these begin
•
Bernice Mabry
came
here,
where for several years
day
50
1
all
and
terday was circus day
Miss Maria Ferguson ...
been
making. her .home
has
especially
501she
long the candidates, and
Miss Genie McCord
31
with her sister, Mrs. White.
those from the country. were flock- Doretta Grau
17
During all these years of separasubscrippaying
office
this
into
ing
Miss Kathleen Perkins
tion
the love which these two bore
There',
ballots.
the
getting
tions and
Bernice AT. Moore
or
1
to
each
other burned steadily and
one
hasn't
which
is not a district
Miss Mary Wiley
thing upon which they both
entered,
one
the
more candidates already
Ray. McCord
fixed their hopes 'was their marand by-tbis time next week we conDistrict No. 4
riage. Som 3 time ago the date was
fidently expect several more, particHouston Merris
394 fixed for September 18, and last
discountry
the
of
some
ulariy
Culpepper McGee, R R. No. 2 151 Monday Mr. Rogers arrived here.
tricts. The interest which has been
Edna Kelly, Star Route 2
100 No intimation was given out of their
aroused in town was to be expected,
P'Pool
Verna
67 intention an .1 the wedding last night
as here the Daily has a big circdlaDistrict
No.
5
was witnessed only by the immedtion. In the couttry though, where
iate relatives of the contracting
the Weekly predominates largely, Nettie Dollins, Laytons)Fille..
parties.
we expected it to take several weeks
District No. 6.
advertised
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers leftIoday for
fully
to get the contest
Rebeekah Tandy, Reinbroke
104
intetest
Princeton,
where they will visit for
and understood and the
D.strict
No.
7.
a few days, after which they will go
aroused, but in this we missed our
16;1 dirict to Salt Lake City, where they
guess, for the country people are James McKuight, HuweLl\
1270 w.11 reside.
taking hold of the proposition with Bertha Clardy, Howell
Howell
Preston
Haynes,
900
eagerness
and
quickness
the same
Miss
Nellie
Allen,Ga,rrettsburg
from
and
''..U-are the town people
14.-.
‘
William Bass and Miss Mildred
present indications the country can- Judson Carter, Bennettstowa, 20n Pollard, a couple from ,the Bain138 bridge vicinity, were married in the
didates are going after that pony Bogue Quine, Lafayette
1UU county clerk's office yesterday mornoutfit with the single idea of win- Frank Liarner,Ltifayette
Carl
Brandon,
Lafayette...
[00
it.
ning
ing by 'Squire W. L. Parker.
1UU
Miss Lena Clark, of District No. 1. Albert Miles, Bannettstown
SO
still remains in the lead for the pony, Miss 13essis Hester, Lafayette.
Colman Fuller and Miss Icye East
John
Maraole,
Lafayette
but Miss Golden Armstrong, of Larwere
married late yesterday afterPurcell;
Miss
Maggie
Lafayette
50
kin, in Notth Christian, and a new
noon
at
the coat taouse, Rev. J. M
candidate, is less than two hundred Miss Mattir 11 eaver,-fierncion
Rasnake
officiating.
District No. 8.
votes behind her. Several others
have passed the thousand mark, Mips Sarah Smith, B. R. 1,
; Circle Meeting.
while dozens are well up in the hun0,Lterac.i.y.
107
dred,and the race will undoubtedly Frank
J r.
100
O one of the hardest fought andiphil Rouerts,Jr
10U Ccle Meeting will be held at Salem
most interesting which was ever run
District N. 9.
church, Saturday and Sunday Sepi
in this sectiun.
Miss Golden Armstrung„Larkin 2115 tsinber 28-59.
Today's count is as follows:
SATURDAY MORNING.
!Miss Cantu L. ‘1;
5,
District No. 1.
City
202 I. 1)eacons-1._ Qualifications. Isaac Garrott,
Miss Li n Clark
22921El:tit si.evens. Sinking Fork... :&)0
Keegan
Mary
Miss
W. W. Radford.
10281 Flora Rogers, R. R. 1, Crotton 100
2. Duties—J. F. Garnett,
Miss Cornelia West
10211Roy Cates, Crofton
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Miss Mary Glenn Waller
rendletotsi Sinking
J. D. Bell.
913 1.
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Fora.
61
822;
a. Relation of Church to Deacon—
Wendell Hooe
641 I Miss Ethel Denton, Clot ton..
Miss Annie Willer
Edgar Radford,
6041 Miss Mary Beatles, Crofton ..
00
Miss Christine Clark
S. J. Lowry
3181 Zora Moreland, Crofton
Carl Hisgen.
Sermon 11 a. m.—Rev. Millard A.
2831
Edward Sinithaon
Jenkens.
District No. 10
274 Miss Ressie Cranor Crofton... 10u
1-1 al Johnson
AFTERN00.
100 Johnny Burk holder, Crofton.. 100 11. How to Build Up a Successful
Susan Owsley
(-0 Miss alahle UranurXruiton....
• iss,Desno Cantrell
Country :sunday School—
50
86 Miss Jenkins
Claud Twymau
Rev. J. A. Kirtley,
54.1
72
Colman Clark
C. E. Hutchinson.
District No. 11.
34
Warner Lacy Thomas
Query Box—Thirty Minutes.
Miss Myra '1 urner, Cerulean 300
23
Miss Elizabeth Gaines
SUNDAY MORNING.
15 Miss Robbie 1i. Wilson, Cadiz 100
Speedy Clark
Sunday School Program by Salem
12 John A. Bacon.' Jr., Roaring
,Liss Sara Bullard
Sunday School, 10 to 11 o'clock.
Springs
100
Sermon 11 a. m.—C.E.Hutchinson.
District No. 2
Miss Laura Coleman, Gracey 1uo
it F. J. Dixon, president.
680
Wallace Ware
E. C. Radford, Sec'y
644
Miss Blanche Rasnake
.
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IS NOT MARRIED

•
UNLESS [-His BALLOT IS TRIM VIED CAREFULLY AROUND TM E BLACK
Prof. Clardy Says the Report Was
LINES IT WILL NOT BE COUNTED.
Started as a Joke.
Not Good After Sept. 26. 1907

No. 9

Children'sPopularity Contest
Be sure that you have the correct number of the district in which your
candidate lives as no tranfers will be made.

This Ballot Will Count One (1) Vote.
For

. .....

District No

...Address

Voted by
When fully filled out and received at the New Era office by mail or
otherwise on or before the expiration of date shown above. Not good
after that date. No ballot will be altered in any way or transferred,
after being received at the New Era office.

Prof. U. L. Clardy, of South Dakota, about whom so much has appeared in print throughout this section recently regarding his alleged
marriage to an Indian squaw,,is in
the county on a isit. to relatives aftd
he emphatically denies that lie is
married at all. He says that the
report was sent out as a joke by two
of his friends, one of whom is editor
of a paper, and that he will hold
them responsible for the notoriety
which it has given him.
Prof. Clardy holds a responsible
government clerkship at Cheyenne
agency, South Dakato.
C.7

;13

3171.
The '4utu You Hare Alwavs
e
I
zt
e
le

:VI
1141
110
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ed With the Offense.

(From Thursday's Daily)
In police circles, circus day was a
busy one, but there were no serious
disorders. A total of twenty arrests
were made, but with two exceptions
these were for plain drunks or some
similar minor offense. Nearly every
one of the persons arrested raid
their fine when it was assessed, and
have been released from custody.
The most serious affair ef the day
was the stabbing of Lucien sLacy,
colored. Addie Layne is now in the
county jail charged with having
wielded the knife. The cutting occurred at Main and Ninth streets
and details of the trouble are meager, about the only particulars that
which could be learned being that
the woman stabbed Lacey in the
back The wound is a deep and
necessarily painful one, but probably not fatal
While not wresting violators of.
the law, the police, the force having
been largely increased by the swearing in of several extra men, were
kept on the jump all the time to keep
the streets from becoming blockaded. The crowd was so dense that
they had,to be kept moving and the
police slid good work in keeping the
passage ways open.,

TOBACCO CASE
NEWCASTLE, Ky., Sept. 19.—
In the case of the commonwealth of
Kentucky against the American Tobacco company for $5,000 damagrs
for alleged combination in restraint
of trade, the defendants refused to
introduce any witnesses.
The rely on the commonwealth
witness to prove their case, these
being agents of the tobacco company
One of these witnesses testified as to
the consolidation. The case is expected to go to the jury this afternoon.

The like was never known.
A chilled cone bearing self
7-45 oiling disc drill. Guarante=
ed for five years against
wear or breakage found only
Des
• on
-bs
4

THE NEW KENTUCKY
Has the only postive force
feed for any quantity.
SEE THIS DRILL AND GET
PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY.

We are agents for the celebrated Fish guano and Ox
brand fertilizers.

F. A. YOST CO.,
(Incorporated)

214-216 S. Main.
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RALLY MEETING
Of Christian Churches to be Held at
Roaring Springs Sept. 28 and 29.

•

••

Somethin4

The Trigg county-rally meeting of
Christian churches will be held at
Roaring Springs Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 28 and 29. The program
follows:
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28.
2:30 p. m. Woman and Missions—
Miss Bettie Hopper.
7.30 p. m. Special service.
7:45 p. m. Sermon.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 29.
9:30 a. m. Sunday school.
10:45 a. m. Morning worship.
11:00 a. in. The Church an Army
—J u,dge C. H. Bush.
11:20 a. m. The Value of a Church
to the Community—Geo. Long.
11:40 a. m. The Twofold Work of
the Church—H. Clay Smith.
12:00 m. The Lord's Supper.
2:00 p. m. Devotional exercises.
2:15 p. m. The Training of Young
Christians ,in Country Churches—
ins. M. Adams.
2:30 p. in. The Sunday School the
Hope of the Church—Judge Robt.
IN
.‘
5 Ip
ia
ns
Cr2e:4
The Superintendent the
Leader of the Sunday School—Robt.
W. Crenshaw
3:00 p. at. Ways in which Teachers can Help the Superintendent—
Mrs. S. G. Northington.
3:16 p. m. An Evangelist in Trigg
County and by Trigg County and
for Trigg County—Dr. J. W. Crenshaw.
3 40
p. m. .Discussion of preceding
subject.
4:10 p. m. Announcements.
7:15 p.m. Evening worship.
7:36 p. at. "United We Stand, Divided We Fall"—H. D. Smith.
Dinner will be served on the
church lawn on Sunday, Sept. 29th.
Those desiring homes please write
Almont Dawson, R.. F. D., No. 1,
Herndon, Ky.

SELL US YOUR

BACON, HAMS,
Shoulder, Es,
Sweet Potatoes
Edds and
Butter
BUY YOUR

Flour,
Salt,Su4ar,
Coffee and all
kinds of groceries
We are making the biggest offer for cash
trade ever made in Western Kentucky.

. W.T. COOPER,
GROCERIES.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL.
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NABB NOT INDICTED

RATHER BE IN JAIL THAN SUBMIT TO
THE GAZE OF CURIOUS CROWDS AT SPRINGS,

ADOPT RESOLUTIONS
LOOKING TO PURCHASE OF JEFF

ON CHARGE OF SENDING A

DAVIS HOME PLACE

THREATENING LETTER.

Orphan

WaIlonia Man is Endorsed by Trigg

ident of Confederacy.

as Official Grader.

.. •

Brigade -I akes Initiative in

Movement For Memorial to Pres-

Committee for Re-appointment

SFPT 20

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS
Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply.
The blood is filled with impurities and germs which are being constantly
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble.
Every symptom of an old ulcer suggests pollution; the discharge, the red,
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant drainage
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the Vdood
may be hereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease,
or the effects of a long spell of sickness, leaving disease germs in the system,
or the absorption of the refuse of the body which has not been properly
expelled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood is
so weakened and polluted that it does not properly nourish and stimulate
the place, and the sore cannot heal. Salves, /gasters, lotions, etc., keep the
sore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflammation, but can
never permanently heal them because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S.
goes down to the very fountain-head of the trouble, drives out all poisons
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strength
to the system, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of blood to the diseased
parts, allows the ulcer to heal naturally and permanently. Nothing reaches
inherited taints like S. S. S. It cleanses the circulation of every trace of
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed and treated an old
sore for years will experience good results as soon as the system becomes
influenced by S. S. S. Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free to
all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

GLASGOW, Sept. 13.—At the reunion of the Orphan Brigade division ef Confederate Veterans of
Kentucky, in session here, a iesolution was adoptell looking to the preservation of the birthplace of Jefferson Davis. The resolution was introduced by Mr S. A. Cunningham.
of Nashville, and was endorsed by
Gen. Buckner. The resolution was
a-fellows:
'1.tesolved, Thst we take action
for t he preserv H
i of the birthplace
of Presi tent Jefferson Davis, now in
Todd county and the town of Fair.
view.
"Whereas, the centennial of ,Jef- Telegraph Operators Wanted by Railroads.
•
.,
ferson Davis occurs in less than a
Good Wades Paid. Salaries Good at Start.
year - J uric 8, 1908—and as another
COL. JOHN F. GAYNOR.
eminent Kentuckian. Abraham LinCan be. learned in short time at 'mall cost, No othe
preferring the privacy, he says, to
MACON, Ga., Sept 13.— Col. Jno.
coln, is being honored by elaborate
the
curious.
It
is
underof
gaze
or profession offers as much as telegraphy. Student
the
trade
F. Gaynor, the noted Federal prisarrangements to perpetuate
his
'abandoned
the
he
has
that
stood
oner who was permitted, on account idea of asking permission to make a biethplace, a movement we cordially are made fully competent for operators' positions.
Positions guarateed. Write for terms, etc.
of ill health to visit Indian Springs, a sea voyage in the hope. of curing commend; and,
has decided to return to jail here, or alleviating an attack of asthma.
"Whereas, the Orphan Brigade in
this meeting should take the initiative in a movement which, we believe, will interest all of the SouthOwensboro, Kentucky.
ern people and the broad-minded
patriots of the north; and,
"Wher ea s, the inauguration 1141101110111111V••••••••••••••••••••••
of ,the movement by the
ANNOUNCED Orphan Brigade and other ConIN THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY IS BY SLIGHT CHANGE
federates is a solemn sense of merit
BY NEW ERA.
•
Sent to the Asylum.
VERY HIGH
and duty that teuds to. perpetuate
life and charactor of a man whose
Suit for $1,000 damages has been
conduct from his birth to his death
filed by Clyde Stevens, through his
father J. T. Stevens, against Luther
First Count Will be Made Tonight and deserves to be „known and rememProthe
in
Union
bered as One of the greatest men of
the
in
Croft. In the petition it is alleged Stands Third
General Interest is Being
the earth—a man whose student life
that the defendant beat the plaintiff
duction of the Finished
at Transylvania, University, at Lexwith a rod and struck him with a
Manifested.
Product.
ington and at West Point, his service
stone which caused him serious and
to the United States in the Mexican
permanent injuries.
war,as secretary of State, as United
one
decided
to
make
It has been
States senator and later as president
Deputy United States Marshall J.
WASHINGTON, Sept.13.—A bul- slight change in the conditions gov of the Confederacy, as a citizen of
W. Ament, of Owensboro, arrested letin just issued by the census buerning the children's popularity con- Mississippi and the south were such
Rowland Moore, at White Plains reau shows that Kentucky ranks
test. In the contest as first publish- as to commend him to the patriotic
Wednesday on the charge retailing third in the United States in the
ed it is stated that to the child re- Christian world :
liquor without license. He brought production of chewing tobacco,
ceiving the highest vete in each dis'Rer,olved, that a committee of
his prisoner here where Commission- smoking tobacco and snuff, though
trict would be awarded a gold watch five be appointed, to be enlarged, by
er L. Yonts heard the testimony and the production in 1905 was worth a
and to the child who received the the chairman and two members if
held Moore over under a $200 bond million and a half dollars less than
largest vote irrespective of district, necessary, who should go to Fairto answer to the federal grand jury. in 1900.
would be given the pony and out- view and investigate the land owned
In default of this amount he was ta
The value of the production in fit.
by Jefferson Davis' fat her and secure
den to Owensboro and placed in 1905 was $13,117.000. The value of
same
child
According to this, the
options on it or a part with a view
jail.
the total production in 1900 was would win a watch in some district of purchasing same; that the com$14,848,192. The cost of the raw ma- and also the pony and outfit. The mittee secure a charter of the Jeff
Rebecca Evangeline Manion, a terials in 1905 was $5,200,595, and in change which is now made is, that Davis Home association."
colored woman forty-three years of 1901) it was $6,221,247. The miscel- the child who gets the pony and
The resolutions further commendage was adjudged a lunatic in the laneous expenses in 1906 amounted outfit cannot also receive the watch ed the beautiful life of Mr. Davis
county court this morning and ord- to $4,637,741, and in 1906 to $7,182,022. but the second prize will be awarded and instructed the committee to
There were fifty four factories run- to the child who secures the second t'sk e such prliminary action as
ered sent to the Western Kentucky
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
ning
in 1905, capitalized at $21,288,- highest number of votes in the same necessary for carrying out the idea
Asylum for the Insane.
82'2, and employing 2,711 wage earn- districtavith the ehild who receives of preserving the birthplace.
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 163-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
BURTON ELECTED.
ers, vMth total wages amounting to the pony and outfit. This change is
$760,063. There were fifty-nine fac- made now, before any count of al'
•••000.10.11.10/0.0110111.00.001/0•10.606
tories in 1900. Their total capitaliza- vote has been made.
SARATOGA, N. Y., Sept. 13.—
tion was $3,485,793, and they emThe selection of the pony has
Charles G. Burton, of Nevada, Mo.
ployed 3,187 wage earners with total caused more trouble than any other
4,11110•••••••011~111004,••••••••••••00
was elected commander-in-chief of
wages amounting to $850,018.
part
of
the
matter.
We
did
pot
the grand army of Republic.
The value of the cigars and cigar- want anything but a thoroughly Indigestion May be Overcome by
•
ettes manufaclured in the state in gentle and well-trained animal,
Simple Treatment.
41
1905 was $1,726,062. The production neither did we want anything but a
•
in 1900 was valued at $1,606,659. young and sound one. We have col.It is useless to expect medicine to 0
There were 184 factories making responded with several pony farms
You can buy one on easy terms.
cure
you of indigestion by merely •
them in 1906 and 180 in 1900. Their and the one which strikes our notion
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 25
Successful Experiments in Abating
0
total capitalization in 1905 was $1, the best and which it now seems we acting upon the food you eat.
acres up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
In the treatment of stomach 6
and Curing This Common
422,335 and in 1900, $1,106,803.
will buy, is a little mouse colored
convenient to both railroad and rivertransportation.
pony, just three years old last April. troubles,the first thing to do is to
Disease.
Plenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
He is said to be perfectly gentle and get the mucous membrane of the
LAFAYETT NOTES.
Taxes
low.
a great pet and playmate with the stomach and intestines into a
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
Catarrh is an entirely unnecessary
children. He is forty-two inches in healthy condition.
Misses Eva and Nellie Bagby enwill
write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
Next in importance comes a
disease and should not be tolerated
height and is a most willing and
tertained a, few friends last Thurst
and
we
shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
for a single day now that Hyomei
easily managed animal under the strengthening and stimulation of
day evening at their beautiful counland, free of charge, if you will come and make a peris so generally known and has made
harness. The decision in regard to the muscles of the stomach and
try home near Lafayette in honor of
sonal inspection of our property.
bowels.
the pony will ne made within the
so many cures in Hopkinsville and
their guests. Misses Mamie and
Both results can be best acnext day or two and the deal closed
other towns.
Cumberland River Land Co.
Reita Davie, of Clarksville, Tenn.
for a pony, but the one described complished by the use of Mi-o-na
Until comparattvely recent times
A pleasant evening was enjoyed by
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
catarrh was thought to be a blood
above seems to fill the bill better stomach tablets, a combination of
all.
disease and stomach dosing the
than anything which we have yet healing remedies for the raw and 1164111111104104,41011.041,110011010011100•111111/11111
Miss May Joiner, near Big Rock, been able to find. As soon as we de- irritated mucous 'membrane' and
ecusly treatment. Modern science
finally disproved this idea of the Tenn., entertained a few friends last aide we will have the pony shipped strengtheners for t h e stomach
++++.44-..-++444-++++++++++++
catarrh, and found that it was a Friday evening in honor of Misses here and let the children all look at muscles.
We want five-hundred "ALMO"
Mi-o-na is not a mere digestive
him every few days.
germ disease and, after many ex- Bagby's guests.
Jingle
verses for our "ALMO"
remedy, but is an absolute cure for
periments, the remedy was decided
Miss Pearl Ezell entertained a few CANCER CURED BY
Jingle
Book,
and we want them
BLOOD BALM all stomach disorders (except cantc be Hyomei.
now.
We
wi.11
pay
ten
dollars
each
for
the
ones that we use.
friends last Saturday evening at her
All Skin and Blood Diseases
cer), and is so reliable in its action
Hyomei medicates the air you home
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
near Lafayette in honor of
Also Cured.
that L. L. Elgin sells it under an
breathe; it kills the catarrhalgerms; Misses
into the washbowl every day will
Bagby's guests from Clarksabsolute
guarantee
to
refund
A few Drops of "ALMO"
the
work w )nders with your complexMrs.
M.
L.
Adams,
Fredonia,Ala.,
heals the smarting and raw ville. Dancing was indulged
in and took Botanic Blood Balm, whih ef- money unless it cures. This shows
In the washbowl now and
ion
in
a
few
days.
Treats
the
rrnbranes of the passages in the an enjoyable time was
then,
skin while you wash. Opens and
had by all fectually cured an eating cancer of L. L. Elgin's faith in the curative
te and throat; it cures all catarrh- present.
Means a fine complexion.
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
the nose and face. The sores healed properties of
Ml-o-na, and every
Makes you look young again.
"oubles.
up perfectly. Many doctors had givbeautifies. Refines the skin. Is
sufferer
with
stomach troubles
107
All are bound for a tioat ride en up her case as hopeless. Hundantiseptic, pure and soothing.
there is life and health in the
should
reds
of
cases
of
get
a
60-cent
cancer,
box
and
test its
eating sores,
FREE! If you have never used `ALMO" we will send you a
the mountain-tops where the Thursday evening at Mrs. Lizzie suppurating
swellings, etc. have virtue on this guarantee, that it will
full
size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
Jenkins.
All
are
expecting
a
good
rests give off their fragrant
been cured by Blood .Balm. '
Among cost nothing unless it cures.
x ta
wboocent
,,
tA
strnIF
)
s
,,to
jipnagyie p
\?e
srt.s
iie
gs
e and full particuothers, Mrs. B. M. Guerney,Warrior
aling balsams, so there is life dine.
a
rs
If you suffer with indigestion,
.alth in breathing Hyomei.
FORD C. FORD,66 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL.
The friends of Miss Reita Davie Stand, Ala. Her nose and lip were'dizzy
raw as beef, with offensive discharge
spells, distress after eating,
4 no need of suffering from regret to see her have to attend
from the eating sore. Doctors ad- headaches. sleeplessness and the
if the simple and natural school at Clarksville. They hope to vised cutting, but it failed. Blood
many other symptoms of bad digesIt of Hyomei is used.
see her back again during vacation. Balm healed the sore and Mrs.Guer- tion and
sluggishness of the digesney is as well as ever. Botanic Blood
is this prescription to cure
—MAMIE. Balm also cures eczema. itching hu- tive organs that keep people from
worst cases of catarrh,
mors, scabs and scales, bone pains, enjoying (themselves, strengthen
Elgin sells it under an
ulcers, offensive pimples, blood pois- the whole digestive
system with
on. carbuncles, crofula, risings and
;•uarantee to refund the
Mi-o-na,
and
you
will
soon find
bumps on the skin and all blood
We are now ready to receive shipments
does not do all that is
troubles. Improves the digestion, that both stomach and bowels do
'it. There is no ifs and
strengthens weak kidneys. Drug- their work as they should, and you
For Infants and Children.
DOGWOOD, PERSIMMON, HICKORY.
*- this guarantee. I f
gists, $1 per large bottle, with oom- do not have to go on a,
diet list of
Timber taken up on railroad in quantities to justify. Write
plete directions for home cure. Samul fail to give satistea.
toast
and
ple
free
and
prepaid
by
writing
us for contracts, stating amount you can furnish.
V
to L. L. Elgin,
'.• .•.
the
Be
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga. De- I
- money. He takes ;
scribe trouble and special medical
Signature of
THE ANCHOR BLOCK MILLS CO.,
61.pfAia GUirt
Clarks.ille, Tenn.
tect
advice sent in sealed letter.
%pinta what me au&

The September term of Trigg circuit court closed this week after nine
days' session. Less business than at
any previous term in ten years was
transacted. Judge Cook came to
Hopkinsville for a day, and then
went to Murray where he will stay
until Monday week when court
. begins here.
The Trigg grand jury adjourned
after returning sixteen indictments.
No indictment was returned
against Squire N. E. Nabb charging
him with sending a threatening letter to Bob Wallace, of Lyon county,
shortly before the latter's barn was
burced.
State Fire Marshal Ayres and two
handwriting experts appeared before
the grand jury in an effort to secure
Squire Nabb's indictment.
The Cadiz Record, which, by the
way, does not mention the visit of
Ayres and his experts, says
"At the regular monthly meeting
of the Trigg county Tobacco association here Monday resolutions were
adopted recommending that Esq. N.
E. Nabb be again selected as one of
the three official graders of the association and Guy S. Dunning, of WalIonia, as inspector."
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LEARN TELEGRAPHY

Kentucky School of Telegraphy

RANK OF KENTUCKY CONTEST BETTERED
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Machinist

• Mill Supplies

• Everything Guaranteed.
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CARE OF THE STOMACH

Why Rent a Farm?

CATARRH IS CURABLE

•
•
•
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To Farmers and Timbermen

The Kind You Have Always Bought
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BIG RUSH OF SE'S

L"..IMIMMP

"DANCE OF SALOMF"

p the Horse
rticle is more useful
the stable than Mica
irease. Put a little on
eindles before you 'hook
-it will help the horse, and
• the load home quicker.

0 re cf the Features of the Eagles' Carnival.-- Another Attraction of
Much Merit is a Big Trained Animal Exhibition.

MICA AXLE
GREASEeit

The postponement of the Eagle's
Carnival one week, gives that large
and enterprising society an opportunity to increase the magnitude of
_the event by the addition of new featured/of interest. Special attention
is being given right now to the parades, and these promise to be remarkable for their size and attractiveness.
The Robinson Amusement Company, which will furnish the shows,
is well known in Hopkinsville by its

well-better than any
grease. Coats the axle
a hard, smooth surface of
ered mica which reduces
on. Ask the dealer for
Mica Axle Grease.
STAMM OIL COMPANY
Boo rpo rstod

Mu.

PAut g 8
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former visits, is bigger and better
this year than ever before, and has
been visiting only the larger cities.
All of the attractions this year are
new and novel. The trained animal
show is Caid to be far and away
the finest ever seen with a carnivat
company.
One particular interest is the
"Dance of Salome," which is featured as a big hit. This is the notable "Dance of the Seven Veils"
which created a furore in the East.

CIRCUIT COURT.

Insure

of Petitions, and the Attur-

This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years and know its value.
It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

)r. R. L. Bradley,

_
NOW
BU. Y
..

1

***fief+ 44434.<4,4;t1
Are Your Investments '3
Netting You Five
Per Cent?

inter Wood & Soo
Attorneys-at-Law.

Or,0. P. isbel,
Ichillip Veterinary

If not, we can invest your lnoney SAFELY
at this rate or better. Call and see us about it

k
k
k

Perfect Security.
Think for a moment what it would mean to
you to have all your valuable papers, such as
deeds, contracts, wills, stock certificates,
letters, etc., lot, burned or stolen.
Why take the risk when you can put them
away so SAFELY in one of our Safety Deposit Boxes?
We pay interest on all time deposits and
perform duties in all Fiduciary Capacities.

Gray&Gales
r

Condensed Statement

June 29th, 1907.

Wetted

Wheel,
Coaster Brake.
Oak
Dresser Cheap.

The Racket

•

•

S

Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.

R. H.C. BEAZLEY,

F
!rest National
Bank

l''14:41 b
er
lain

neys Got Busy

TO OUST ROGERS?

Eclipse .
Stable.

:
4
7
.

Colic,Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
.% ..,.,,,.,„P

Friday Was the Last Day for the Filing

Friday was the last day for filing
suits to be heard at the approaching
term of circuit court, and quite a
large number of cases were docketed.
Miss Dorothy Adams prays for
$7,500 damages from the city of Hopkinsville for injuries received on the
Kentucky Fairs
night of August 16 while returning
Pembroke in company with
The following are the dates fixed from
Ducker. As the couple drove
or holding the Kentucky fairs for John
ll
14.-Wa
Sept.
YORK.
the
in
NEW
Accident or Sickness
into town, and just before they
reported:
npany in the business. Pay street retorts that Henry C. Frick is 907, as far as 31-6 days. ,
reached Campbell street, their buggy
Paris, Sept.
emiums by month or year. soon to assume active management
struck a pile of cinders which had
Hardinsburg,,Sent. 3-5.
it is such a trifle you'll be
3-6.
Oil Co., have been
Sept.
Standard
Somerset,
the
of
been piled on the side of the street
ed. See
Bardstown, Sept. 4-7.
revived by accounts of H. H. Rogfor use in laying the sidewalks about
W. B. CALLS,
Hodgenville, Sept?. 10-12.
ers' serious illness.
the Latham homestead. Mr. DuckMonticello, Sept. 10-13.
Life and Accident Insurance,
that Rogers
arguer
"street"
The
Glasgow, Sept. 11-14.
er was thrown out and painfully intiopper
6-6-7.
Sept.
Guthrie,
jured about the head. Miss Adams
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville, remained in the buggy until it
Sept. 16-21.
reached Virginia street, trying all
Owensboro, Sept. 17 to 21.
the time to secure the reins, and
Sebree, Sept. 18-21.
Specialist.
railing in this she jumped out in
Falmouth. Sept. 25-28.
Mayfield, Oa . 1-4.
E. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
front of the postoffice, and received
Bardwell, Oct. 15-16.
several severe cuts and bruises, and
ffice hours, 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 5 p
imm••••••1.'
other injuries. She charges that the
Office, Main St., over KressKy.
,
oTe, Hopkinsvile
There is more catarrh in this sec- accident was due to the negligence
tion of the country than all othet of the employes of the defendant in
diseases put together, and until the not properly posting danger signals
last few years was supposed to be incurable. For a igreat many years at that point.
Mr. Ducker sues for $5,000 9n the
doctors pronounced it a local disVeterinary Surgeon,
remedies,
ease and prescribed local
same grounds.
'aduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
and by constantly failing to cure
Ophelia Johnson sues the Illinois
lee, Toronto, Canada.
with local treatment, pronounced it
ipecialist in Surgery, Foot and
Railroad company for $1,000
Central
incurable. Science has proven caig Lameness and Dentistry. CasShe states that on ,Dec.
damages.
tarrh to be a constitutional disease
stion or Stallions; firing by a new
al
constitution
requires
and
therefore
25, 1906, she took passage for Zeigler,
oeess. Very special surgical oper
Cure,
Catarrh
Hall's
treatment.
Illinois, but that from Hopkinsville
cins fnr tk 'cure of Spavins and
&
J.
by
Cheney
F.
ed
manufactur
cure
the
for
Neurotomy
her two children
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only con- to Paducah she and
lameness in Navicular diseases.
a car which
in
ride
to
forced
were
It
the
market.
stitutional cure on
lee at Gray & Gates livery stable,
a
to
drops
10
from
doses
in
She alleges
is
taken
all.
at
heated
not
was
st Ninth street, near L. & N. deacts directly on the that she and her children contracted
It
teaspoonful.
Telephone 145.
blood and mucous surfaces of the
'LL CALLS by letter or telephon
system. They offer one hundred pneumonia from this exposure.
nptly attended to.
J. P. Meacham vs The Cumberdollars for any case it fails to cure.
PKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY
Send for circulars and testimonials. land Telephone & Telegraph comHENRY CLAY FRICK.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
pany is the style of another suit in
Toledo, Ohio.
reano
sees
who
Steel magnate
which $500 damages is asked. The
Sold by druggists, 76c.
confifinancial
son for lack of
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- plaintiff states that in 1906 he made
stipation.
a contract With the defendant comdence.
•,
pany to place a telephone instrueis growing old; that his many recent
in the residence of B. B.
STRAYED-Or Stolen July 22 on• ment
vacations indicate that even rest
his wife's father near Pee
hitch, 13 months old; color Nance,
- Kentucky fails to restore his health, and that Collie
that same was installed
and
Dee,
hastened mottey blue and white eyes,blue and
unquestionably
Frick
to the contract
according
and used
from Europe for a consultation with gray, form slender. Name Trexy until last May when the telephone
leaders in oil counsels concerning will give $15.00 for her return to
company removed it against the will
GEO. MIMMS,
•
Rogers' retirement and Fick's asand wishes of either Mr. Nance of
Trenton, Ky.
w4t.
sumption of 04 former's duties.
the plaintiff and they have since
been without telephone communicaThat
Heals
The
Touch
Appeal
Humane
A
tion. Besides the damages prayed
of
Arnica
Bucklen's
the
tette!)
is
for the plaintiff asks for an injuncA humane citizen of T{iehinorfci,
-ef r110ion
combieat
the
happiest
It's
salve.
the telephone comInd., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 W t
i lig tion forcing;
Main St., says: "I appeal to al per- of Arnicaflowers 1111(i hearI
the instrument
repla,:,e
to
pany
eions with weak lungs to take Dr. balsams ever compounded. No -matresidence.
Nance's
this
is,
ulcer
or
in Mr.
King's New Discovery, the only ter how old the sore
will cure it. For burus, scalds,
salve
fully
With John Feland as the attorney,
and
me
helped
has
that
remedy
III.,
'ollege of Chicago,
absoan
it's
piles,
or
wounds
cuts,
recomcomes up to the proprietor's
C. Mercer has filed suit in the
lute cure. Guaranteed by Cook & S.
lives
more
saves
It
"
niendation.
Christian circuit court against PrenLS locate in Hopkinsville, for
than all other throat and lung reme- Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 25c.
practice of Veterinary Surtice Mercer to set aside a deed which
dies put together. Used as a cough
ty and Dentistry.
the former's life interest
Exclusively.
Cures
surrenders
Barred Plymouth Rocks
and cold cure the world over.
ing
croup,wboop
Lronchitis,
stable.
asthma,
'Office at Layne's
in property near the city'. He also
cough, quinsy, hoarseness and
sues Prentice Mercer and F. P.
phthisic, stops hemorrhages of the
Show birds and layers. Give me Thomas for $25,000 alleged damages.
lungs and builds them up. Guaran- a trial and be convinced.
teed at Cook & Higgins and Cook's
Walter M. Massie says that he
r
1..vr*IL.trirMOrlink IL"CPA."
DANIEf SUBURBAN. POUL
Pharmacy.
armacy. 4150c and $1. Trial bottle
boarded passenger train No. 52 at
TRY YARDS, Hopkiiisville, Ky.
free.
V. L. Gates
E. C. firay
Pembroke on September 7, bound`
Cumb.'Phone 718.
for this city. He claims that when
cold
a
of
The way to get rid
the conductor came around he tenwhether it be a 'bad cold" or just a
There's a rekson for that ache in dered hi m the fare in money but
little one, is to get it out of your sys- your back -right where it "stitches,.
tem through the bowels. Nearly all every time you bend over, turn that the conductor not only refused
Cough Cures, especially those that around or walk any distance. It's to accept it but ejected him from the
contain opiates, are constipating. your kidneys. Take DeWitt's Kid- train. The plantiff prays for $500.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup ney and lilacider Pills. They are unThat sparks from an Illinois Cencontains no opiates and acts gently equalled for backache, weak kidneys
on the bowels. Pleasant to take.Sold and inflammation of the bladder. A tral locomotive set fire to a field of
by R. C. Hardwick.
week's treatment 25c. Sold by MC clover on his farm near the city, and
Hardwick.
that a fill which the railroad coinpany made on his land caused a conFound to be Insane.
siderable portion of it to be inundatProprietors
ed for long periods, is the charge
John Frye. the negro, who was
which John Young makes against
held over a few days ago in Police
railroad compang. He asks for
the
of the
Court by Judge Roup to the Grand
for -the darriage done to the
POO
Jury for false swearing, was tried in
LIVERY,FEED and BOARDING
by the fire and $200 for the inclover4
I
Circuit Court for lunacy and found
his land by the wdter.
to
jury
to be insane. He was ordered to be
Several divorce suits were filed as
taken to the asylum at Hopkinsville
follows:
and will be taken this evening at 6
KenAky
Hopldnsville,
Florence Glass, vs. Robtert Glass,
o'clock. He is a well-known negro,
t.
abandonmen
having been employed by various
Horses Bought and Sold.
vs. Henry Redd,
Redd,
Ella
Lou
Emit Ninth Street
liverymen.-Bowling Green News.
t.
1107
Home
abandonmen
Phones, Cumh.146,
Nancy C. Henderson, vs. Kittie
Hopkinsville, Ky
If It's a Reputation
l'hompson, lewd and lacivious conYou are after, White's Cream Verduct.
mifuge bas a world wide relputation
as the best of all worm destroyers,
and for its tonic influence an weak
ASSETS.
and untrifty children. It improves
For a Sprained Anlile
their digestion and assimilation of Loans and Discounts
$253;867.09
A sprained ankle may be cured in
their food, strengthena their nervous U. S. Bonds
126,000.00
one third the time usually reabout
system and restores them to health
by applying Chamberlain's
quired,
15,760.00
and vigor natural to a child. If you Other Stocks and Bonds
freely, and giving it abBalm
Pain
want a healthy, happy child get a Banking House, li4urniture
For sale by Anderson
rest.
solute
bottle of White's Cream Vermifuge.
22,166.00 & Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
and Fixtures..,.
Sold by I. A. Johnson.
Cash, Cash Items and Ex95,718.38
change
Don't be afraid to give ChamberOccasional headache, belching,
011,990,47
Cough Remedy to your chilld•
lain's
aplike
of
mouth,
bad taste, iu the
contains no opium or other
It
ren.
ES
LIABILITI
petite and slight nervousness are
drug. For sale by Anderharmful
which,
$ 76,000.00
Capital Stock
symptoms of indigestions
Drug Co.,incorporated
Fowler
&
son
when allowed to go uncared for, will Surplus
26,000.00
develope into a case of dyspepsia Tax Account
1,609.25
that will take a, long time to get rid
Lost and Found.
76,000.00
Circulation
of. Don't neglect your stomach. At
Lost between 9:30 p. in. yesterday
326.960.38
the first indication of trouble take Deposits
noon today, a bilious attack,
and
in
along
help
it
will
that
something
61
6,421
Banks.
Due
Incorporated.
nausea and sick headache.This
eat.
with
you
food
the
It work of digesting
Dividends Unpaid includwas occasioned by finding at
loss
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspeping 4 per cent this day. 3,009.23 Cook & Higgin's drug store a box of
sia will do this. Kodol will make
1181'11 CO 1Ft X AL.
Cf
Dr. King's New Life Pills, the guarThe Kind You Have Always bop your food do you good and will en$511,990.47 anteed cure for biliousness, malaria
a•
Sold
able you to enjoy what you'eat.
•
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier and jaundice. 26c.
by R. C. Hardwick.

fesEienal Cares

Ch

FOR FALL TERM OF CHRISTIAN

•,

•

01,
ti?)
Nito

Planters Bank :
Trust Co.
(Incorporated)

Hardwick
Will sell Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines at Factory Prices.

Hardwick
Has the most complete stock of Drugs in the city. Registered
Pharmacists in charge of Prescription Department.

Hardwick
Does expert Jewell:yr Repairing and Fine Watch and Clock Work.
And has the gre atest assortment of Art Novelties, Jewelry, Cu
Glass, Watches, Clocks, Diamonds and Precious Stones, Sterling
and Silver Plated Hollow and Flat Ware.

R. C. Hardwick, Hopkinsville, Ky.

ACCIDENTS
will happen in the best regulated
families. Many disastrious fires are
started by some trival accident. It's
useless to think of Insurance after
Your property has been destroyed.
Every man owes It to himself and
family to make provision against
loss by fire. Take a hint and insure.
It costs little and may save you
much.

BEN S. WINF REF..
Fire and Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight

„
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That's why everyone likes

JeII-0

THE DAINTY DESSERT
(Approved by Pure Food Comrnissionfirs.)

Easily Prepared.—Simply add
• boiling water and let cool.
Flarors: Lemon,Oramm,Raspberry,
Strawberry, Chocolate, Cherry, Peach.
10c. per package, enough for large
family, a all grocers.
Illustrated
Recipe Book
tree.
Highest award at
all Expositions.
The Genesee Pure Food Co.. LeRoy. N.Y.
VI -it our booth at J amestownExposition

trouble is but a symptom of, and not
This Record Made InStomach
itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia.
Gaze Upon the Record of the Republi- Then Look Upon
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptbms only of a certain specif10
By the Democratic Administration
can Administration of Public Affairs
Nerve sickness—nothing else.
' It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop.
From 1900 to 1907.
From 1896 to 1900.
in the creation of that now very popular Stomach

Raised the tax rate in 1896 from
423 cents to 524 cents for the four
years, to fall at its close to 47 cents.
Notwithstanding, left in 1900 a bonded and floating debt of over two millions of dollars for Democratic officials to meet, with only $363,334.51 in
the public treasury.
* *

Appropriated to public institujions, for their betterment, during
the four years only $186,909.41, retiroor) FELLOWS MEET.
ing in 1900 with no new departure
along this line, and with the institu16.—The
Sept.
Mimi.,
ST. PAUL,
tions in deplorable condition, and
eighty-third annual .convention of under an antiquated system of manthe Sovereign Grand Lodge of th agement.
Independent Order, of Odd Fellow
* *
is being held in St. Paul this week,
Established a record within the
beginning with services at the Peo
first few months of 1896 of placing
the military power of 1896 above the
civil power, true to their instincts of
radical hate aud southern Republipolicy
this
canism. Continued
throughout the four years ,of the
Bradley administration, and during
the short time the unspeakable Taylor was at the hear of affairs, using
soldiers to prevent the general assembly from electing a United
'States senator in 1896; soldiers at
the polls in 1899 in Louisville, and
at Frankfort in 1900 to disperse- the
legislature. Such brazen violation
of the constitution by officials sworn
to enforce its provisions encouraged
their followers to lawlessness, resulting in the cruel assassination of
William Goebel.
* *

REV. J. W. VENABLE.

ple's church Sunday morning and
continuing until Saturday. §ePtember 21.

Gave the common schools during
the four years an average per capita
of only $2.35. In 1899, in desperate
effort to make campaign material,
"padded" the per capita to $2.70,
and left a deficit in and debt upon
the school fund of $277,000.00, which
had to be paid by Democratic officials.

The Rev. J. \V. 'Venable, of th:s
city, is sovereign grand chaplain of
the order in America. • Owing to the
*
*
state of his health Dr. Venable is
Eci ublican legitori cpposEd an
not able to attend the meeting in St.
Kentucky's only Republican governPaul.
or vetoed;the Democratic railroad
44.4•4114 •
rate law, delaying operation of this
You can not make sweet butter in splendid law for rev eral years, and
a foul, unclean churn. The stomach thereby delaying reduction of freight
serves as a churn in which to agi- rates to the shippers of the state.
tate, work up and disintegrate our
•••
he
food as it is being digested. If
Assisted through members of legweak, sluggish and foul the result
delaying adoption of the
will be torpid, sluggish liver and bad islature, in
Uniform text book law, a Democratimpure blood.
thcreby conThe ingredients of Dr. Pierce's ic platform measure,
years the high
Golden Medical Discovery are just tinuing for several
school books by
such as best .serve to correct and prices charged for
them to dis1
enabling
cure all such derangements. .It Is the trust, and
of books
number
made up without a drop of alcohol pose of a greater
by
payer
th,e tax
in its composition; chemieally pure, at the expense of
adoption of the,
triple-refined glycerine being used preventing the
system.
instead of the commonly employed form
*•*
alcohol. Now this glynerine is of
itself a valuable medicine, initead
The deficit in management of the
alcohol,
of a deleterious agent like
two State prisons, from 1895 to 1899
especially in the cure of weak stom- inclusive, the period of Republican
aeh, dyspepsia and the various control, was $273,111.o7. They thus
forms of indigestion.
sp"nt more money in excess of inD..
M.
ol,
Eilingwo
Fieley
Pi ..r.
come of the prisons in the thre•wag°,
Cti
of Bennett Medical college,
years of their regime than the Demsays of it: "In dyspepsia it serves ocratic party will spend in 190; in
an excellent purpose. * * * It ja paying salaries of all state officials,
one of the best manufactuted pro- circuit judges and in maintaining
ducts of tbe present time hi its ac- the state fair, normal schools, anti
tion upon enfeebled, disordered sto- pure food station. The eXCeSS over
machs."
thesr payments is $5,14.1.07.
• • •

It
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Confronted with a bonded and
floating debt of over two millions of
dollars in 1900, the Democratic officials have met and paid it upon a
tax rate of fifty cents. Every obligation has been met, and June 30,
last, there was in the public treasury $294,242.98. There will be on deposit at close of administration
$1,250,000.
Sand For Free Booklet on Horses.Cattle.Hoes &Pout'
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
* •
( Incorporated )
Total appropriations of public in- ••••••1111110•11idllifoNMEMOMIIMINIIW
stitutions during seven and one-half
years of Democratic rule, reach in
round numbers $2,700,000. Every inBEVERLEY = LONG.
stitution has been modernized and is
MED
being operated under most approved
Mr. and Mrs. Bland Beverley, of
system, and a new capitol provided
Henderson, announce the engagefor.
ment of their (laughter, Sarah Hop• •
State
kins, to Mr. Edward Stanley Long, embeela••••••
Found the military of the
practically merged into an armed of Hopkinsville, Ky. The wedding
mob when they came into power in will take place in November.
1900, as a result of its conduct by
Bradley and Taylor. Gathered up
Mr. Long is the popular son of Mr.
the broken fragments of the organiB. Long, president of the City
E.
zation and gradually put it upon an
Bank and has a responsible office in
honorable and efficient basis. Have
the U. S. internal revenue service.
followed to the letter the provision
Miss Beverley is one of the loveliest
of the Constitution that "the militia
-tenderson society. Many
belles of:
shall, in all cases, and at all times
Will join the New Era in anfriends
be tinder strict subordination to the
ticipating the auspicious occasion
civil power." This has been the
All sheet music in stock goes for 10c no matter what the regwith cordial good • wishes.
ular price may be. Call and see this before going :elsewhere
Democratic idea of the use of the
military power in Kentucky in conHealth in the Canal Zone
tradistinction to the Republican idea
The high wages paid make it a
as illustrated and enforced by Brad- mighty temptation to our young artley and Taylor. Is Wilson a better isans to join the force of skilled
Ninth Strtet, Hopkinsville, Ky.
workmen needed to construct the
man than his party?
Remember the Soda Fountain
Panama canal. Many are restrain***
ed however by the fear of fevers and
44-+-eaas
The average per capiralor common malaria. It Is the knowing ones— •-•-•-•-+-+++++++-•-•-•-•4444-0-++-+444-+-4444-94444-++444444
schools for four years has been tn( se who have used Electric Bitters
this fear,
raised to $3.226, with a record Per —who go there without
well knowing they are safe from
The dose is one,just one pi
capita for this year of $3.40, which is malarious influence with Electric
- te(
at bedtime. Sugarma
not "padded" for a single cent. All Bitters pn hand. Cures blood poison
all
and
0. mild, certain. They co
deLts of the school fund are paid, too, biliousness, weakness
J. c
kidney troubles
,
and
livery
stomach
tion.
124IT%
constipa
been
and State normal schools have
Guaranteed by Cook at Higgins and
established.
Cook's Pharmacy. 60e.
Want your moustache or beard
* ••
black? Use 11111 Cif Or DiLliGlilfab 01/ a. P. 11/4.1. CO-. UMW&
t beautiful ornwn or
Bonds For Sale
Democratic legislators enacted the
Railroad rate law, a Democratic
platform measure, and under its op- For conservative investors. Partic••••••••••••••••••••40••••••••4
eration thousands of dollars have ulars on application.
been saved to the shipPers of the
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO.
Financial and Insurance Agents.
State. The Republicans this year
dtf
were afraid to give opposition to the
author of this law.
*••
•
The Franchise Tax law has been
, Specialist,
Edwards
Dr.
•
put into full operation under Demoand
Nose
Ett;r,
•
Eye,
cratic administration, though not
•
Throat. Test made free of
with a view of oppressing, but of
•
bringing all to bear their portion of
charge for glasses. Phoe• Special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
taxation. For the truth of this statenix Bldg., Main:St., Hop0 Satisfaction guarantPe3. Shop down stairs in
ment look at the records of the AudKy.
k
insville,
• Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
itor's Department for 1906. That
•
year the railroad corporations paid
006••400111•0•64/00•••••••••••••••
taxes on a valuation of $24,910,262.00,
•••••••••
or $124,551.:40 it. taxes. Compare
a
these figures with those in the oppo-,
site column.

SloavsLinimea

Dr.Shoop's
Restorative

Is awhole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c E '1.00

Address Dr. Earl 5. Sloan, Boston, Mass

Music!

The Famous Century Edition of 10c Mush
is Now on Sale at the Graphophone Store

C. E. WEST, Jr.,

The Graphophone Man

-
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4,1c,
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‘
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BECAUSE •
if you buy it a little out of season
you can save money. We handle
AMERICAN FIELD FENCE and
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For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

Remedy—Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. Without that original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Restorative—Tablets or Liquid—and see for you.?.
self what it can and will do. We sell and cheei.
fully recommend

Democratic legislators adopted a
uniform text book law, a Goebel
plIttforin measure of 1899, thereby .
twinging to the fathers of the Com- •
in "wealth a uniform and better
system of ,chool books and at less ,
cost than they had before that time
been compelled to pay the school
book trust. This law enables the
family to use the books until they
are worn out.
* •*
From a deficit shown each year in
die management of the State prisDuring the four years the a,.ricul- ons, they have been brought to pay a
U. D. C. DELLGA1 ES
tural department of the start, 1.4.0%- profit in their operation.' This profit
was operated only to pay from December, 1901, to August,1907,
The following is a list of the ladies ernment
of its officials. The farmers was $2,669.41. Democratic officials
who were made delegates to the salaries
absolutely no benefit from it, the have made most advantageous constate convention of the U. D. C.. to got
history of the prisons, I
then commissioner turning back in- tracts in the
be held at Paris on October 9th:,
prison showing an ext
the
Frankfor
ated
aiesqatnes S. A. Edmunds. C. U. td the treasury Toney appropri
Time
farmer.
over expenditures for
income
the
cess of
Dune, P. E. West, Riohaid Ltaveli for the benefit of
dethe
of
branch
n
inspectio
labor
the month of July last of $@821.23.
and Miss Mary Redd.
Alternates: Mesdames Nat Gaith- partment was an absolute it unity, While accomplishing these things
the
es, L. L. Leavell, Misses Alice West, nothing being done to benefit in the prisons have been modernized
men
working
the
of
n
•conditio
Rives.
Sue
Maud Nuckols,
*•*
Per the national convention to be workshop, mill or mine.
•
*
*
appointwere
Va.,
hekl at Norfolk,
In no department has the Demoed:
Republican governoe and orator cratic management accomplished
P.
,Alex
John
Campbell
Mesdames
dropped efforts to collect the big
Warfield, Gus Stevetts,ClyJe Smith, Kentucky war claim, alter investi- more than in the Agricultural Buand Miss Nannie Walker.
gating it. Later, after he had retired 'eau. Farmers' institutes, a State
from office, the Republican govern- fair, a labor bureau, expert lecturor sought employment as an attor- ers, a forestry department and one
General Robert E. Lee
In making the collecwas the greatest general the world ney to assistto the parallel column of immigration are interesting farmLook
tion.
ers in every section and the farmer
Show
has ever known. Ballard's
what the DemocraCc adminis- is having more money devoted to his
for
,
linininint.
greatest
the
is
Liniment
accomplished in this matter. welfare than ever before in the hisQuickly cures all pains. It is within tration
* •
tory of theatate. The Labor Bureau
the reach of all. T. H. Painter,
Hemstead, Texas, writes: "T4is Is) During Republican four years, has accomplished much for life and
to certify that Ballard's Snow Lini- their management of the insurance health of the laboring classes.
*•*
ment has been used In my household l department of the state turned into
$496,bei
to
forted
taxes
been
in
has
for years and
the public treasury
A Democratic governor pressed to
an excellent liniment for rheumatic 367.66, and in surplus $29,582.41. The collection the Kentucky war claim,
the
in
Se
of
A.
Johnson
heard
pains." Sold by L.
office was but seldom
amounting to $1,323,000, and secured
insurance world, and no new inno• its collection for a smaller percentCo.
.
vation marked its operation
age than is shown to have been paid
DeWit- t's Carbolized Witch Hazel
%4 4 4
by tiny other state in the union for a
1'
cuts,
Salve is good for boils, burns,
service. He didn't employ
similar
scalds and skin diseases. It is esDestroyed, through their conduct his predecessor to make the collecR.
Sold by
pecially good for piles
of affairs, the confidence of .their in- tions.
vestors, causieg much capital to be
C. Hardwick.
*
*•
withdrawn ;row the t^thlt'. and n-etv19o0
Iii
chaotic cofl'1itioU
During four years of administraTrial catarrh treatments are being ing such
Democratic offiaiats foiled an tion by the State Insurance departthat
by
Dr.
request
on
free,
out
mailed
s task before them in re- ment by the Democratic officials,
Shoop. Racine, Wis. These tests enormouformer c.ond Hons.
Clete was turned into the public
are proviiig to the people without a storing
treasury in taxes the sum of $968,176.of
this
value
great
the
cost,
penny's
and in surplus the sum of $74,71,
to
known
ion
scientific prAscript
•C 13.9irr*C,led.T.4k.•
The Kentucky commissioner
285.82.
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
The Kind You Have Always Bova has been a leader among
t1.0
Bears
similiar of
by
Anderea.ttarrh rel..edy. Sold
the
of
several
in proposstates
ficials
Siruatnre
ra(InecuTo
Co.
)rug
Fowl(
son St
ing legislation.
of
led.)
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ERA'S GREAT CHILDREN'S •
POPULARITY CONTEST •
1

••
•-

Don't
' Overlook
This Space

••
•

Text of the Lesson, a Comprehensive
Quisrterly Review—Golden Text, Ps,
•
Shet- •
8—Commentary Prepared by Rev. In Which Eleven Gold Watches and a $230
•
D. 1 M. Stearns.
land Pony Outfit Will Be Given Away
•
[Copyright, 1307, by American Pr2ss Association.]
6
LEi.SON I.—God feeds Israel in the
•
wilderness (Ex. xvi, 1-15). Golden
•
•
Text, John vi, r,l, "I am the Living
•
Brecid which came down from heaven."
•
He ivho redeemed them from Egypt
•
by Els own right hand without any
aSshitance whatever from them gave
Any White Child Under Sixteen Years of Age is Eligible to Enter This Contest
them bread and flesh to the full with—Winners Will Be Determined By the Votes of Our Subscribers
out any labor on their part, and in the
discourse of our Lord in John vi He
and Votes Will Be Given Only On Payments on
plaiiiily taught that the manner was
We are prepared to show you this fall the largest and
Subscriptions—Read Carefully
typical of Himself.
.
LE;SSON II.—The Ten Commandments;
complete line of FINE HAND PAINTED CHINA,
duties toward God (Ex. xx. 1-11). Golden 'lext, Deut vi, 5, "Thou shalt love
CUT GLASS and SILVER WARE ever brought to this
District No. II.
the Lord thy God with all thine heart
During past years the New Era has
All sections outside of Chistian
and with all thy soul and with all thy held various contests in all of which
markei. Also a complete line ot JEWELRY,FINE HOWmigt." He who loved them enough the prizes were offered to grown peo- county, Ky.
•
The Plan.
to tedeem them and .whose love to ple, but now a contest has been inARD and WALTHAM WATCHES, 14 Karat solid gold
therO was an everlasting love, an unAny white girl or boy under six- •
solely for the children in
augurated
changing love (Dent. vii, 6e8; Jer xxxi,
cases. The celebrated Jas. Boss and Crescent 25-year
Gold Watches and a teen years of age is eligible to enter •
3; !ital. 1, 2; ill, 6), asked that they which eleven
this contest.
the
be
will
outfit
Pony
Shetland
The contest begins on Sept. 10 and •
should love Him in return for such $250
and 20-year gold filled cases. FINE DIAMONDS,in fact
- prizes. The winners will be determ- will close Dec. 10, 1907, at 6 o'clock •
i
gret love.
LSssoN III.—The Ten Command- ined by the votes of our snbscribers, p. in.
everything in the above lines to please the most fastidiFor every dollar paid on subscrip- •
meirts; duties toward men (Ex. xx, 12- 100 votes being given for every dolto
tion
either
the
Daily or Weekly gs
w
17). I Golden Text, Lev', xix, 18, "Thou lar paid on subscription to either the
New Era, either new subscriptions
ous. A visit to our store will convince you that we have
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." Daily or Weekly New Era, DO mat- in advance or on arrears
on old ones,•
It is only by our love to our fellows
the goods and can save you money.
ter whether it is payment of back a coupon good for 100 votes will be
thatl we can prove or manifest our love
issued. These coupons must be A
advance
in
or
dues
to God, for "he that loveth not his
voted within 20 days•after being is- 41.
county has been di- sued.
broqier, whom he hath seen, haw can "'The city and
ex- ' 'No coupons will be issued
he love God, whom he bath not seen?" videdfinto districts as will be
for payplained later,:and in each of these ments of less than 50c at a time.
(I JOn iv, 20.) •
In addition to the coupons given
4ssoN IV.—The golden calf (Ex. eleven districts a valuable Gold
with
each dollar paid .on subscripxxxiI, 1-8, 30-35. Gol4ti Text, I John Watch, the case being guaranteed tion, a coupon good
for
v, 24 -Little children, keep yourselves for twenty years and fitted with appear in each issue ofOne vote will IP
OE Daily •
froryl idols." The people who promised
an Elgin or Waltham move- Awl VV eekly New Era. These coueither
to do all that God said could not keep
pous must Lie ‘oted within the tinie:
is offered for the highest num- specified
at the top, but to equalize X
It Six weeks, could not keep their ment,
in that district. distances all suet,
promise at all, but they made a show ber of votes-secured
coupons will be W
Then for the highest number of counted when Lb •J• postmark on the •
of 4bedience for a little while.
LSON V.—The tabernacle (Ex. xl, votes seemed, irrespective of the enveiope show 6 111.it they were duly.
1-1 34-38. Golden Text, Ex. xi, 34, district, the Pony and outfit will be mailed beiore he tithe bad expireo.
These coupons smioN be dipped ""
"Then a cloud covered the tent of the given. This pony is a gsnuine Shet- trUni th impel and
00•6•600•000•009•••••
neatly trim Med
congregation, and the glory of the Lord land, guatanteed to be sound in ev- around the boi(lir and
plainly filled
fIlle0 the tabernacle." A dwelling ery particular and fully broken to out. In Order to obviate extra work
, place for God in the midst of Israel
harness and safe for any child to however,these ballots may be pinned
erected by the Spirit filled men from drive. The buggy is being manufac- together and only the ton one filled
•
the twilling offerings of the people, who tured by West at Lee, of this city out, in which case the entire bunch 0000••3•5••••••"••••••••5••••• b••••••••••••••••
will
be
countsd for the person whose
had to be restrained from bringing.
and will be the best and handsomest
•
LESSON VI.—The sins of Nadab and turnout which they can get out and name appears on the first one.
All
that
is
and
necessary
to
spokes
enter
a
wire
with
Text,
Golden
•
will be fitted
Abihu (Lev. x, 1-11).
candidate is
Prohs xx, 1, "Wine Is a mocker, strong rubber tired wheels. The harness one or more for Some friend to cast •
votes for hjm or her.
the pony
dritik is raging, and whosoever is de- will he made especially for of the
The plan of distributing the prizes •
department
harness
the
by
cel\-ed thereby is not wise." The sin
by districts insures one child at 0
Manufacturing company.
of these men was the strange fire they Forbesdistricts are as follows;
from every section of the coun- •
least
The
offered before the Lord, refusing a
be the beneficiary of this
will
ty
District No. 1.
offer, while candidates living out- •
willing obedience and presuming to do
For the next 20 Weeks, beginning Jnly 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
That section of the city of Hop- side the county are also given the •
as they thought best Verse 9 may
10c Cash Purchase, which you can vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
south of Tenth street oppoetunity to get one of the watch- •
possibly Imoly that the cause of their kinsville lying
river.
and east of Little
The one receiving the greatest number of adverthing votes gets the Piano Free.
esvand possibly the
•
---sin was strong drink.
2.
No.
s•
will
District
vote
The
so.Is•
ach
LESSON VU—The day of atonement
•
That section of the city of Hop- week in the We, s‘ as• a- .4,1. o
(Lev. xvi, 5, 22. Golden Text, Heb. vii,
el- 4- mit
north of Tenth street practicable in t1,4-4 I el •
25,, "Wherefore He is able to save kinsville lying
die
..;..
will be made by the
east of Little river.
and
south
awl
them to the uttermost that come unto
be
1.%* I
i• •
cou4,4
all
but
paper
District No. 3.
The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
God by Him." God's provision for the
ROPER & LONG,
4,.• oserecou, • sos si
a
for
saved
That section of the city of Hop- essaly to settle au,' ewes: !lie,: or •
putting away of the bins of Israel once
Incorporated.
Hopkinsville Steam - Bakery
and north of disputed questions.
a gear faintly typified the eternal re- kinsville lying west
Toil-t
in
Leaders
Articles, Leather Goods and
Bread,pure, sweat and
No person connected with thi4 of- • Try a loaf of Whole Wheat
Smokers'
Supplies,
demption which we have in Christ Little river,
confections. Ice cream in any
District No. 4.
fice, nor any member of his or her • nutritious. Full line any part of the city. Cumb. Votes given with each 10c purchase at our FounJesus by His one offering up of Himto
delivery
quantity
Those portions\of •onagisterinl dis- iminediatO family is eligible as a IP Phone 743-2. Home Phone 1143.
tain or Cigar Counter.
self, once for all. As In Israel's case,
candidate,
the
neither
can
they
e
cast
outsi
lying
so in ours—the priest did it all; we re- tricts Nos.1 and 2
•
limits of the city of Hopkineville. votes.
M. D. KELLY,
celse the benefit.
A candidate must-, resids in the •
H. Moere is magistrate of district
'I'.
LESSON VI11.—Israel journeying to No.
1 and John M. Morris of district district from which he or she is en- • The Leading Jeweler and Optician
Canaan (Num. a, 11-13, 20-36). Golden No. 2.
tered hut should they remove durComplete optical department. Makes a specialty of Fresh and Smoked
T. H. Richardson
the contest all vcies east for •
TeTt, Ex. xiii, 21, "And the Lord went
ing
testing and fitting the eyes. Consultation free. Call
6
District No.5.
Meats of All Kinds.
them will be counted for them from
Proprietor
before them by day in a pillar of a
and see our complete line of high grade Watches.
The third magisterial district of
eloild, to lead them the way, and by Christian county known as the the district into which they move. • No. 8, north Main street.
Vir St., opp. Hotel Latham, Pnones 437 and 1316
This is the only way in which trans- •
nigait In a pillar of fire, to give them Pembroke district, of which W.
fers of votes will be made.
GOLAY & HURT,
•
ligat" Delivered from their enemies. Parker is magistrate.
A person living in one districtmay
J. T. WALL &. CO.,
their Deliverer ever with them, dwellDistrict No. 6.
cast his vote for a candidate in an- • Livery, Feed and Board Stable.
ing in their midst; provision for all the
Corner Virginia and-Tenth streets. Special at- Clothing,Shoes, Hats,Furnishings
The fourth magisterial district of other district and candidates can 0
journey assured day by day, the good Christian county known as the solicit anywhere but in such cases • tention given to boarding horses. Cumberland
A Complete Line of Children's Clothing,
land before them, and all the way Longview district and of which W. the ballot must bear the number of
phone 38, Home phone 1237
Shoes and Furnithings.
• their faithful guide to tell them when Walton Garrott is Iliagistrate.
the district in which the candidate •
the
of
voter.
that
not
and
lives
•
to go and when to stay.
District No. 7.
The price of the Daily is $5.00 per
LESSON IX.—The two reports of the
The fifth 'magisterial district of year. either by mail or carrier. $2.60
spree (Num. sin, 17-20; 23-33). Golden Christian county, known as the .baFOR CHOICE MEALS AND SHORT
for three
OPPOSITE THE JOHN MOAYON
Text, Num. 'Iv, 9, "The Lord is with fayette district and of which J. F. for six months or $1.26
ORDER SPECIALTIES
months. The weekly is $1 00 per •
COMPANY
us; fear them not." Under such pe- Dixon is magistrate.
Postogice
of
east
door
2nd
Street
Ninth
year by mail only.
and
We will give one Vote with every Sc Admissign
culiarly blessed circumstances
District No. 8.
This contest is for the purpose of •
with such essurances from the living
S. B. HOOSER St CO.,
The sixth magisterial district of increasing the circulation of both •
Goii to talk of sending spies to see if Christian county. which is:known as issues of the New Era and coupons
KEACH FURNITURE CO.,
•
Millinery
it 'was as God had said was surely the Union school house district will not be issued on payments for • The Most Up-to-Date
in
leading
dealers
sinful unbelief, and yet Moses fell into and of which H.B. Clark is magis- other business. Neither will old • Reduced prices ort all lines during August. Call
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg
papers be sold in quantities so that•
Furniture, - Carpets - and - Stoves 0
line with it, and God in gracious com- trate.
coupons
No
may
clipped.
be
coupons
9,
passion for their weakness permitted
District No.
Cash or Credit
Both Phones•
Ninth St
allowed on subscriptions giv-• HOPKINSVILLE
be
will
PANTATORIUM
•
It )that those wbo would not believe
of
The seventh magisterial district
7
en to agents unless the full subscrip;-,uits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. La- The New will give one vote for each 10 cents 9
Has word might learn in their own Christian county which is known as tion price is paid.
dies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
paid on subscriptions to the Daily
the Scates Mill district and ot
•harder way.
Address all communications to
Tailoring Co. and Edwin E. Strauss Co.,
Era
magisGlobe
is
for
Rogers
W.
or
Weekly New Era and on Job
Sxssox X. — The brazen serpent which John
by
remittances
make
and
office
this
ready made. Work or on advertising.
than
cost
less
at
clothes
made
tailor
trate.
(Num. xxl, 1-9). Golden Text, John 111,
cheek, bank draft or express or post•
We give votes on all cash paid in our business.
District No. 10
144 15, "As Moses lifted up the serpent
office money order. DO NOT SEND
M. W. MERRITT, Proprietor.
166
Phone
In ine wilderness, even 90 must the
The eighth magisteriardistrict of STAMPS.
MILLER CLARK,
KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Son of Man be lifted up, that whoso- Christian county, which is known as
GROCERIES and PRODUCE
TIN AND PLUMBING WORK
15 West Seventh St.
evir believeth in Him should not per- the Fruit Hill district and of which
Ky.
Hopkinsville,
ought always to be good. That's the only way we Specials —Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
ksh, but have eternal life." Not liking A. J. Estes is megistrate.
how to do it. For entire new jobs or repair Bacon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and oysters
know
God's way and speaking against God
in season, Kimmerling Butter, Phones, Home 112'
weak engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
bright a lot of trouble, and yet It is
Cumb 600. Cor. 6th and Vir. Sts.
CO..
LUMBER
HOPKINSVILLE
the ordinary way of all men since that
SST.ABLJSHED Egg
Phones
Both
Incorporated
old serpent caused Adam and Eve to
.4mome
T. M. JONES,
fall in with his plan of getting on in
IF
WANT
YOU
Wholesale
and Retail Dealer in
R. E. Qualls Music Co.,
detiance of God.
Players
Piano
LESSON XI.—Moses pleading with IsKimball Pianos
Staple - and - Fancy - Dry - Goof
A Ring, a Diamorit
and Player Pianos
and Organs
rael (Deut vi, 1-15). Golden Text, Deut.
Carpets, Oilcloths, Linoleums and Rugs
Corner 7th and Vir Sts
vi, 12, "Beware, lest thou forget the
Sold on easy payments.
*dr
LOrd." In the end of the fortieth year
Graphophones, Gramophones and Phonogropt
• PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,
on Easy Payments at
•
since they left Egypt (Dent. i, 3) Moses
or Cut Glass
rehearsed all the Lord's dealings with
,
Incorporated)
C. E. West,Jr., Graphophone S
them, reminding them of all the ways
;FINE CARRIAGES(,
HARNESS Every Record made by
BUGGIES,
the Columbia, Edis
SET
QUALITY AMO 11. Napo% touCCII
that the Lord had led them, of His un•
GUNS,
COOK STOVES,
RANGES,
always in stock. Call andb.
people
Victor
PF1044 US, IF YOU CANNOT 00161, IS PERSON, WRITS'ON
cdanging love and manifold mercies,
•
OUP (ATAL06(AL
'AMMUNITION, MC
latest records. Phoenix Bldg., 9th St.
ericl he ma:, be said to sum up his ex•
hdrts'ion to them in the words, "Re•
Satisfaction Guaranteed oT
member, forget not the Lord; love and
Money
Returned.
otiey Him."
ESSON XII. — The death of Moses
hauttfui eolored birth stone
eut. xxxiv, 1-12). Golden Text Ps.
(It
••••••••••
the
"Precious
in
sight of the
exvi, 15,
SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking
Lord is the death of His saints." In
Rain xvii, 24. He said to His Father
that He longed to have them with
upon you the nHim that they might see His glory.
begin
taking'nu
404
Union St.
In Phil. 1, 21, 23, we read that "to die
Air stomach
Is gain, • • • to depart and be with
4441
'
DR.ICARLSTEDT'S CERMAN-LIVER POWDER.
AissiTiOn
/APIA.
you, preps
will
tit3
it
send
he
we
it
your
hasn't
dniggist—if
Ask
•
remedies,
this
constitutional
all
of
greatest
Cprist is far better." More literally
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Democratic headquarters at the
Old Inn are flooded with callers all
day and far into the night,'says the
Times. The visitors are
Louisville
Rates.
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and
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for in advance.
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"If the situation is only half as
Obituary Notices. Resolutions of good as represented, then we will
pect, and other similar notices, carry Kentucky by at least 30,000
ve cents per line,
majority," said Judge Hines. "It
seems as if every Democrat is enthusiastic, and is determined to
serve his party better this time than
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eery minute, but he never tires
perfecting the state organization
and assigning speakers. He is
flooding the state with campaign
literature, and if there is a house
(From Tuesday's Daily)
where he has not sent documents he
At a meeting of the fiscal court
he would like to hear of its location. held yesterday afternoon, the bids
which had been received for the pikOne of the best beloved daughters ing of the various roads of the county
of the South passed away at Wash- were opened, and bids accepted for
ington a few days ago when Mrs. twenty-four mpes of pike which will
cost $.14,169.30. The successful bidders
Cassandra Lewis breathed her last.
however, arerequired to furnish a
She was the widow of Gen. Joseph contract and suitable bond for the
H. Lewis, who commanded the faithful performance of these con"Orphans" brigade in the southern tracts. Until this is done the trade
army. The brigade was so named will not be binding.
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because two of its commanders were
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sent to Frankfort for interment, the specification's furnished by the
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vIces wereheld here.
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be sixteen feet. MI other bids which
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ands of friends and gained hundreds
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Ed wh rd
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al course as governor, looking to the and
with
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having
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elevation of Kentuckians and the
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advancement of the state they unitdirect management of Dan R. Robt regardless of expense, numberless amount of over $20.00 was made for
on two occasions and taken thereed in declaring that he deserved to:from several guns, p )cket knives and
inson, whose motto it has been never free acts, which will be presented to benefit of the school.
be elected United ..States senator. I,a lot of cartrides. By their own conto advertise any attraction that he the public and are given as a gratuMrs. J. T. Walker and children
did not give. Indeed, it is one of ity to nis numerous patrons, and are are visiting relatives in Illinois.
fession the boys are guilty, they
With this feeling in a strorgly
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OW for the presidency; and it is rifles, three air guns, fifteen pocket
circus tent.
r. Thomas Underwood and familight the people. in all of its ex-1 During the festival the city will be
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of
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consolidated with some other !
't. Lodge is looking for the no action has been taken in their
bacco, Some crops have been greatly
mammoth aggregation. It has i
nation of the national conven- ease.
damaged by• the worms.
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)3T the Roosevelt interest. Knex
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kinsville the week ef September 30th, now the most extensive in the !
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time for settling style questions—for viewing the latest an
dress—for reviewing. admiring and selecting the refined and e
September 26 and 27. Rtcause this store has always been fret
and Ladies Garments, its opening exhibits have come to be the
With the necds and tastes of our custon7ers ever in view %have insisted on the bt2st and the newest, but have exerted all our buyi.n
minimum of price. Com!.-1-1-uirsthiy and you'll se a hundred PaWrn tit
and Chicag-o—muny exact copies of imported patterr
,4
skill is rccognzed In Chicag,-) and :\cw 'York as well as here. Ther4-2:11
modest price—Ladies t'u•
swagger. aid, medium or ex!ri me
suit—and, what's rn:)rc, a line of Misses Tai!ored Suits, snappy stykgenerous assortments Of the sew-,,on's most approved crealiork:. uits f.
autumn
k,Thursday and Fr day Septemb r 26 and 27.

